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Sample of rental Ski or Snowboard Set

Ski standard set

・Skis, Boots and Poles

・Ski size : 130cm～177cm

Boots size : 23cm～ 34cm

Snowboard standard set Ski standard set (kids)

High performance Ski set High performance Snowboard set

・Snowboard and Boots

・Snowboard size : 140cm～165cm,

Boots : 23cm～32cm

・Kids : 100cm～130cm, 17cm～22cm

・Snowboard and Boots.

・We have powder boards, rocker 

boards, jib boards etc.

・Skis, Boots and Poles

・Ski size : 70cm～140cm

Boots size : 16cm～ 23cm

・Skis, Boots and Poles

・We have many kind of demo skis 

to suit your skiing style.

Snowboard standard set(kids)

・Snowboard and Boots

・Snowboard size : 100cm～130cm,

Boots : 17cm～22cm 
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Jacket and Pants 1

・Jacket size : S～6L

・Pants size : S～6L

Jacket  and Pants(Kids) Jacket and Pants 2

Jacket and Pants 5Jacket and Pants 3 Jacket and Pants 4

Sample of rental Jackets and Pants

Kids Jacket and Pants size

: 80cm～150cm

We have many kinds of brand 

new Jackets and Pants.



ARMADA JJ2.0

The JJ now has a longer 

turning radius, with the widest 

points moved out for more 

stability and effective edge.

ARMADA TST ARMADA TST W

Rossignol   soul7４４４４FRNT  HOJI 4FRNT  KYE 110

Sample of rental High Performance Skis 2015-2016

The TST performs equally well whether 

it’s carving edge-to-edge on hard pack 

or slashing tight trees in a foot of fresh.

The TSTw is truly an all mountain ski 

that excels in conditions ranging from 

powder to groomers.

An award-winning fusion of backcountry 

innovation and progressive freeride 

performance, the new SOUL 7 is the 

pinnacle of freeride versatility for expert 

to intermediate skiers. 

Somebody wise once said, “It doesn’t 

have to be fun to be fun.” We aren’t 

saying that you won’t have the best 

turns of your life on the HOJI.

The KYE 110 provides maximum 

versatility. Scaled down tail rocker 

and camber underfoot make the KYE 

110 a highly stable one-ski quiver.



HEAD i.Supershape Magnum

The technologically advanced 

i.Supershape Magnum is the most 

versatile of all our Supershapes, 

delivering easy handling and all day 

trail performance.

HEAD Monster88 ELAN AMPHIBIO 84 TI FUSION

SALOMON X-MAX 12 TiK2 i konic85 Ti VOLKL PLATINUM SD

This ski is Japan limited model.

（PLATINUM series)

This hot slalom-carver features 

Speedwall 2.0 wood core, with extra-

hard wood located just behind the 

sidewall.

Sample of rental High Performance Skis 2015-2016

Brand new this season, the Monster 88 is a 

tough, agile, and versatile all-mountain ski 

that powers through any condition.

The true multi radius ski for long 

endurance performance.
Revolutionizing All-Mountain skiing, the 

iKonic 85Ti embraces the highest 

performance version of K2 Konic

Technology.

This is a ski for every kind of skiing 

pleasure. Long and short turns, and 

dynamic and agile ones. It handles any 

kind of snow conditions. 



BURTON Deja Vu

The board’s smooth rocker profile 

surfs through deep powder, while 

subtle camber underfoot and a true 

twin design keeps you in control no 

matter which way you point it.

The hardest charging snowboard 

we make, the X is the only choice 

in camber for riders who own 

podiums and stack serious footage.

Hybrid Camba DCT the board is 

also equipped with Framewall, 

which delivers shock absorption 

and even power distribution for 

enhanced control and response.

BURTON CUSTOM X HEAD INSTINCT I.KERS

RIDE BERZERKERK2 FASTPLANT K2 COOL BEAN

No other board pops harder and slashes 

heavier for longer than the K2 Fastplant. 

This Bambooyah powered all-mountain 

fresstyle deck balances power and 

technical finesse.

Its width translates to unlimited 

laydown room when carving 

groomers and surfy float and glide in 

the powder

Rocker under the nose and camber 

under foot give the perfect float and 

stability for high speed pow charging.

Sample of rental High Performance Snowboards 2015-2016
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2015-16 SEASON NEW SKIS

HEAD i.supershape RALLY SALOMON X-MAX　XT12　TI

i.supershape MAGNUM Q-90

i.supershape SPEED Q-103　STELLA

MONSTER　88 Q-90

VENTURI　95 Q-98

ARMADA JJ2.0 Q-105

EL　REY K2 Konic 78ti

TST ikonic 85Ti

TST　W ikonic 80Ti

VOLKL PLATINUM　GD Bolt

PLATINUM　SD Charger

PLATINUM　CD Velocity

PLATINUM　SW ELAN AMPHIBIO　８４　TI　FUSION

PLATINUM　TRS AMPHIBIO　１４　TI　FUSION

ROSSIGNOL SOUL　7 4FRONT KYE　１１０

SIN　7 HOJI

NORDICA BELLE　TO　BELLE　EVO

Summary of rental High Performance Skis 2015-2016
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2015-16 SEASON NEW SNOWBOARDS

BURTON CLASH K2 LIME LITE

CUSTOM X RAYGUN

DEJA VU FLYING V RAYGUN

DESCENDANT COOL BEAN

FEATHER CARVEAIR

FEELGOOD FLYING V WILDHEART ENJOYER

FISH RIDE MACHETE GT

NAME DROPPER BURNOUT

NUGGET BERZERKER

NUG HELLCAT

PARKITECT OMG

PROCESS BARETTA

SOCIALITE

TRICK PONY

HEAD INSTINCT i. KERS

THE DAY

HOPE

PRIDE 

Summary of rental High Performance Snowboards 2015-2016


